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Abstract – Emergence of automated and flexible production means 

leads to the need of robust monitoring systems. Such systems are 

aimed at the estimation of the production process state by deriving it 

as a function of critical variables, called features, that characterize the 

process condition. The problem of feature selection, which consists, 

given an original set of features, in finding a subset such the 

estimation accuracy of the monitoring system is the highest possible, 

is therefore of major importance for sensor-based monitoring 

applications. Considering real-world applications, feature selection 

can be tricky due to imperfection on available data collections: 

depending on the data acquisition conditions and the monitored 

process operating conditions, they can be heterogeneous, incomplete, 

imprecise, contradictory, or erroneous. Classical feature selection 

techniques lack of solutions to deal with uncertain data coming from 

different collections. Data fusion provides solutions to process these 

data collections altogether in order to achieve coherent feature 

selection, even in difficult cases involving imperfect data. In this 

work, condition monitoring of the tool in industrial drilling systems 

will serve as a basis to demonstrate how data fusion techniques can 

be used to perform feature selection in such difficult cases. 

Keywords: Sensor-based monitoring; feature selection; data fusion; 

uncertainty representation; evidence theory; drill condition 

monitoring 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A. Feature selection for complex systems monitoring 

Manufacturing industry increasing needs of quality, 
productivity and flexibility coupled with costs reduction 
objectives made monitoring of complex production processes a 
subject of major importance. Monitoring systems have to 
perform considering variable operating conditions, harsh 
environments and complex decision making situations. These 
constraints make the design of robust monitoring systems a 
challenging task. 

An important step of the design of a monitoring system is 
feature selection. As estimations of the process state are based 
upon some features of interest, a good selection of these 
features is essential.  A good feature set will improve the 
prediction performance, provide faster and more cost-effective 
estimations and a better understanding of the underlying 
process [1], whereas the use of irrelevant features will lead to 
downgraded estimation performances and increase 
computation time. A reduced feature set is often wished as it 

implies the use of fewer sensors and because it reduces risks of 
estimation performance degradation due to the curse of 
dimensionality. 

When no clues are available about the relevance of features 
at the designing step of a monitoring system, feature selection 
is usually performed following a basic feature selection process 
(BFSP), as depicted in Fig. 1. It consists in designing 
experiments dedicated to emphasize the phenomena to be 
monitored, and to collect raw data from sensors. Sensors are 
the same that will be used by the monitoring system. Large 
scale feature extraction procedures are then performed on the 
acquired data, being as exhaustive as possible in order not to 
miss useful features. Finally, a feature relevance 
characterization procedure is applied in order to obtain a 
relevant feature set regarding the phenomena of interest. This 
BFSP procedure has been applied in [2] and [4] for instance.  
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Figure 1.   Basic feature selection process (BFSP) 

When monitoring complex processes, this BFSP presents 
some limitations because of its sensibility to experimental 
conditions like process parameters or influence quantities that 
affect sensor measurements. Moreover, it is not suitable for 
dispersive systems showing significantly different behaviors 
when only slight changes, sometimes barely detectable, 
occurred in the operating conditions. In [2] for example, only 
one operating condition of the machining system has been 
investigated so findings about selected features should not be 
generalized, and in [8] testing the monitoring system in 
variable operating conditions in order to assess the proposed 
feature selection methodology sensibility and effectiveness will 
be part of future work. This lack of robustness of the method 
when quasi-exhaustive data about the monitored system are not 
available, which is likely to occur when studying flexible 
processes working in harsh environments, is an important 
issue. 
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Tracks to overcome these drawbacks and select features 
that allow improving the robustness and the flexibility of 
monitoring systems exist. The first one consists in considering 
that available data are not perfect but tainted with uncertainty 
coming from the monitored process dispersive behavior, and/or 
acquisition problems like noise, sensors failure, sensor 
mounting issues, harmful influence quantities… Keeping in 
mind that collected data may not exactly represent the process 
behavior should prevent misleading interpretations. Moreover, 
the presence of multiple data collections concerning the 
process, even if heterogeneous, incomplete or contradictory, 
should be considered as a chance for robustness improvement, 
and not as a drawback in order to obtain “easy to interpret” 
results. The processing of these different data collections in 
order to obtain a single feature set is then an important issue, 
and data fusion becomes necessary to incorporate all the data 
into the analysis [3]. 

B.  Description of the drill condition monitoring problem 

Precision drilling is considered a complex process and its 
monitoring is a challenging task [11]. Monitoring the drill bit 
condition is of major importance in many fields of 
manufacturing industry where high quality and high 
productivity are required, like in aeronautical industry for 
instance [12]. Numerous studies have been carried where tool 
condition monitoring systems have been designed and 
implemented successfully. However, precision manufacturing 
industry suffers a lack of flexible and widely deployed drill 
condition monitoring systems. This is due to lack of robustness 
of systems once they are implemented in the shop floor, 
because they have been developed in friendly lab environments 
and under steady operating conditions [11]. 

In this work, monitoring of drill bit cutting edge micro-
chipping in industrial environment has been investigated. 2 
drill bit cutting edge states have been considered: chipped or 
good shape. Drill bit cutting edge chippings are shown in Fig. 
2. A clustering algorithm has been used as an estimator: it was 
aimed at finding two clusters within a dedicated feature space. 
If two clusters could be clearly identified, presence of the 2 
drill bit possible states was stated. As drills were in good shape 
state at the beginning of their use, it implied that a chipping 
occurred. The presence of 2 clusters has been assessed using 
classical clusters separation measures on the results provided 
by the clustering algorithm on the available data. A clustering 
method has been preferred to classification approaches because 
it allows having flexibility regarding operating condition as no 
supervised learning is performed a priori. 

 Performance of chipping identification has been assessed 
for different feature spaces issued from different feature 
selection methods in order to compare them. Feature relevance 
characterization approaches have already been applied to tool 
condition monitoring (TCM) in milling and turning [2,9], 
showing promising results for tool wear monitoring. In this 
work, the complete feature selection process, from the data 
acquisition step to the obtaining of a dedicated feature set, has 
been investigated.  

Test campaigns have been conducted in industrial 
conditions on 3 different drilling machines, a robot and 2 
machine tools. Therefore, data collections were of limited size, 
not exactly the same sensors were used during each test 

campaign, and operating conditions were not always identical. 
Due to the harsh acquisition conditions, some measurements 
were affected by high noise levels and sometimes sensors 
failures occurred. Approximately 10 sensors of 5 different 
types have been used for each campaign, and between 350 and 
500 features have been extracted from the raw data, depending 
on the number of mounted sensors during the test campaign. 

Although the available data collections can be considered 
difficult to deal with due to their heterogeneity, they are 
representative of industrial conditions where a tool condition 
monitoring system is needed, and also justify the incorporation 
of imperfection in information modeling. 

   

Figure 2.  Examples of drill cutting edge micro-chippings 

C. Paper organization 

The feature relevance characterization step of the BFSP 
will first be discussed, leading to the choice of an established 
feature weighting algorithm. In a second time, data fusion 
based approaches aimed at analyzing the contents of every data 
collection altogether will be presented, and the different 
solutions it offers in terms of data imperfection representation 
will be detailed. Then, some results will be discussed, 
emphasizing the influence of data fusion and data imperfection 
representation on the monitoring performance. 

II. FEATURE SELECTION 

A. A brief introduction to feature relevance characterization  

The feature relevance characterization step of the BFSP has 
been widely studied, and a good introduction and useful 
references can be found in [1,5,6,7]. The feature relevance 
characterization procedure can take 3 main forms: filters, 
wrappers and embedded [1,7]. Within the first one, features are 
selected or weighted (selection/rejection can be considered as 
special cases of weighting using binary weight values [7]) 
according to their relevance regarding the phenomena of 
interest. The weighting is performed independently of the 
estimator that will be used to perform monitoring. Feature 
weights are assigned following some relevance criterion, 
usually correlation with the phenomena of interest. Filters are 
often used because of their simplicity, scalability and good 
empirical success [1], but they present limitations: one 
common criticism of feature weighting is that it leads to the 
selection of a redundant subset of features, and the same or 
better estimation performance could be achieved with a smaller 
subset of complementary variables. Moreover, dependencies 
between features are not taken into account, although variables 
that are useless by themselves can sometimes be useful 
together [1]. Filtering can also be performed before applying 
any other feature relevance characterization procedure 
dedicated to reduce the dimensionality of the original feature 
space. 



Wrapper approaches [5] use the estimator as a mean to 
evaluate relevance of features during the feature relevance 
characterization process. This form of feature relevance 
characterization guarantees coherence between the selected 
features and the estimator used by the monitoring system. It 
also allows taking into account the influence of the use of 
several features simultaneously. However, wrappers can be 
time consuming due to the multiple evaluations of the 
estimation algorithm, and when facing a large number of 
features, all feature combinations cannot be evaluated, 
requiring the use of heuristic search methods within the 
original feature power set.  

Lastly, embedded methods integrate the feature relevance 
characterization process as a part of the estimator induction 
step. This form of feature relevance characterization implies 
the use of particular estimators and is not suitable when a 
clustering algorithm is used, as it is the case in this study.  

Hybrid methods also exist that usually use filtering 
procedures as a preprocessing step in order to reduce the 
feature space dimensionality before using a wrapper or 
embedded approach. Examples of hybrid strategies 
implemented to face high number of features can be found in 
[3] and [10]. 

A filter method will be used to perform feature weighting in 
this work because it can be applied before using any estimation 
algorithm, or as a pre-processing step before implementing a 
wrapper or embedded feature relevance characterization 
method. Moreover, sensor-based monitoring of industrial 
production means often requires the use of a reduced feature 
set. The choice of a feature weighting algorithm is discussed in 
the next section.  

B. Choice of a feature weighting algorithm 

Several variations have been developed following the 
simplest filtering scheme. The FOCUS algorithm [13] involves 
a greater degree of search among the feature space as it begins 
by looking at each feature in isolation, then pairs, triplets, and 
so on, halting only when good enough performance is 
achieved. As it addresses the problem of feature interaction and 
feature redundancy, it has shown good robustness facing the 
presence of irrelevant features, but its search procedure is likely 
to become intractable as a function of the number of features in 
the original feature set to be analyzed.  

The RELIEF algorithm [14] uses a statistical based feature 
evaluation function: it collects all statistically relevant features 
by assigning, one instance at a time, high weights to features 
showing strong separation power between closest instances of 
different classes and keeping closest instances belonging to the 
same class close in the feature space. The final ranking is 
obtained by averaging those weights assessed for a statistically 
relevant number of instances. This algorithm combines several 
advantages compared to other feature weighting techniques: 
first, it handles the problem of features interaction by working 
within the whole feature space, so no time consuming 
exploration of the feature space is needed. Then, it allows 
obtaining good results even when working with noisy data 
and/or in feature space containing a lot of irrelevant features 
[7,14], which is particularly interesting in our application case. 
However, RELIEF does not help with redundant features. 

Due to its simplicity and empirical success, the RELIEF 
algorithm has been widely used and extended to feature 
weighting for multiclass classification/clustering and regression 
applications [15,16].  An interesting analysis was performed in 
[17] that allowed identifying two weaknesses of the algorithm: 
relevance evaluation is performed in the original feature space, 
but can be significantly different in the resulting weighted 
feature space. Then, as features weights are averages of their 
separation power over instances classes membership, the 
presence of outliers in the data set can lead to severe misleads. 
In our application case where imperfect data exist, these 
drawbacks can significantly affect the feature relevance 
characterization results. Solutions have been proposed to 
address them:  first, instead of using only the closest instances 
to assess the separation power of a feature, influences of 
several neighbors is taken into account via the use of a kernel 
function, which allows reducing harmful influence of outliers. 
Then, the last weighted feature space that has been calculated is 
used to evaluate features separation power at each iteration, 
leading, under easy-to-achieve conditions, to the convergence 
of the algorithm to an optimal weighted feature space. This last 
property gave its name to the new algorithm: IRELIEF for 
Iterative RELIEF. It has shown superior performance than the 
RELIEF algorithm in most cases [17]. 

Because of its clear theoretical foundations, good empirical 
success and robustness facing some data imperfections, the 
IRELIEF algorithm has been chosen to perform the feature 
relevance characterization step in this work. 

III. DATA FUSION FOR FEATURE SELECTION 

A. Basic fusion approach and  issues 

Considering the existence of several data collections, data 
fusion is needed to perform feature selection taking all 
available information into account. The basic idea is to perform 
the BFSP using IRELIEF on every available data collection, 
and then merge the obtained weighted feature sets to obtain a 
generic weighted feature set, as depicted in Fig. 3. 

As the feature relevance characterization step is identical 
for every available data collection, weighted features sets are 
given in the same formalism to the fusion step. This allows 
avoiding a tricky task in data fusion which consists in a 
conversion of the data into a common coordinate frame before 
being merged. This task is called data alignment and is 
considered a difficult problem for which a general theory does 
not exist [18]. For instance, feature weights issued of each 
BFSP can be averaged in order to obtain the generic weighted 
feature set. 

However, data collections do not always suit to such direct 
fusion. First, they may not allow extracting exactly the same 
features. In that case, several strategies can be implemented 
depending on the fusion algorithm used, following the principle 
that a feature which is not present in every data collection 
should not be disadvantaged. Using feature weights for fusion 
without any preprocessing can also lead to erroneous 
conclusions because of the different scaling given by the 
feature relevance characterization algorithm as a function of 
the data collection specificities. Finally, all data collections 
may not be considered equally informative: for instance, if a 



large test campaign has been conducted in good conditions, 
using high quality sensors with high sampling rates and no 
problem occurred, it should be considered more informative 
than another one that has given little amount of noisy data, 
where acquisition problems occurred, and conducted in 
conditions that are different of the ones that are likely to be 
encountered by the monitoring system. 
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Figure 3.  Global feature selection process using data fusion 

In order to address these issues, it is possible to incorporate 
a data alignment step to the BFSP before the fusion process 
occurs, as depicted in figure 4. The data alignment step has 
several objectives: 

 to give weights to features that are independent of the 
scaling resulting from the feature relevance 
characterization step 

 to perform a coherent feature weighing regarding the 
fusion method used at the next step 

 to let the monitoring system designer incorporate meta-
knowledge concerning the quality of information 
provided by a data collection, if any 

If the first objective is straightforward, the following ones 
are to be considered with particular attention. The last one 
raises the question of the representation of data imperfection 
because of its close link with the quality of information 
provided by data collections. 
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Figure 4.  Basic feature selection process incorporating a data alignment step 

B. Uncertainty sources and representations within the global 

feature selection process 

The IRELIEF algorithm allows handling low level 
stochastic uncertainty on features values and attenuating 
consequences of the presence of outliers in the data. Still, 
epistemic uncertainty due to lack of knowledge, which comes 
from the inability for a BFSP to draw conclusions about some 
features relevance, cannot be modeled at this sub-level of the 
global feature selection process. 

Origins of epistemic uncertainty in sensor-based monitoring 
are various. First of all, sensor failures lead to lack of 
knowledge, as no information is available to draw conclusions. 
Then, everything that affects sensors detection ability, like 
mounting issues or too low sample rates increases the level of 

epistemic uncertainty. Moreover, uncertainty does not always 
fall precisely into either stochastic or epistemic uncertainty 
[19]: when so much stochastic perturbations, or noise, affect 
measurements making statements based upon acquired data 
difficult, a lack of detection ability is considered, so stochastic 
perturbations induce epistemic uncertainty. Lack of 
information of a BFSP should be compensated at the fusion 
step by more accurate statements issued from the processing of 
other data collections, taking advantage of the data collections 
redundancy and complementarity. Therefore, the choice of a 
good information modeling scheme allowing a precise 
representation of data imperfection is critical to achieve good 
fusion performance. 

Evidence theory has been shown to be a practical 
framework to handle both stochastic and epistemic uncertainty 
and suits information fusion contexts. It has been used in this 
work at both the data alignment and fusion steps, following 
previous works of the authors aimed at singularity detection in 
difficult contexts using multiple information sources [20,21]. In 
this work, the focused singularity is feature relevance and the 
information sources are the data collections. This approach 
proposes a data alignment procedure which has been designed 
to favor most informative information sources statements at the 
fusion step. The modeling of information coming from each 
BFSP at the data alignment step allows representing epistemic 
uncertainty explicitly by the use of belief functions. 
Information modeling and fusion have been done within the 
Transferable Belief Model [22], that followed original works of 
Dempster [23] and Shafer [24] on evidence theory. It has been 
shown to be superior to classical probabilistic approach in 
multi-source difficult contexts when following informative 
sources was important [20,21]. The quality of information 
issued from a BFSP is a parameter of the data alignment step 
that influences transition from certain statements to uncertain 
ones, then transferring more influence to other sources at the 
fusion step. In this study, this parameter has been set-up 
manually as a function of the quality of the test campaign that 
generated each data collection in terms of operating conditions, 
acquisition parameters, and the number of available instances 
for each class. 

C. Information fusion algortihms 

Issues evocated in the previous section emphasized the 
importance of the fusion algorithm. 4 different {information 
modeling, fusion algorithm} couples have been implemented. 
For the 3 first ones, very simple data alignment strategies and 
fusion algorithm were used. The features weights issued from 
the BFSPs have been respectively: conserved, squared, and 
cubed; and the weights issued from the so obtained fusion 
ready weighted feature sets (FRWFSs) have then been 
averaged at the fusion step. Power elevation of the feature 
weights is aimed at emphasizing the difference between highly 
relevant features and others, and doing so advantaging the most 
informative features as a function of the power elevation. No 
epistemic uncertainty has been modeled explicitly.  

As explained in the previous section, the last couple has 
been designed in the evidential framework. The fusion has 
been done according to the classical conjunctive combination 
rule [24], giving a list of feature ranked according to their 
relevance. The evidential method presents a severe drawback 



that is encountered in applications of evidence theory: the 
complexity increases exponentially as a function of the number 
of features because calculations are done for every element of 
the features power set. Thus, in order to reduce computation 
time, a criterion has been set-up after observation of the 
IRELIEF results to eliminate irrelevant features, and a 
redundancy filter has also been set-up as redundant features 
decreases prediction performance. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Experiments design 

For each of the 3 test campaigns that have been used, the 
BFSP has been done using the IRELIEF algorithm. Then, only 
features presenting an interest and that were not redundant have 
been selected. It represented a maximum of 12 features over 
the 500+ that have been extracted. Then, the 4 data alignment 
and fusion algorithms couples have been applied, each 
providing a ranked list of features. As the objective of the 
monitoring system is to perform the best clustering 
performance using the smallest feature set, clustering has been 
performed using an increasing number of feature according to 
their ranking. The ability of each method to identify good 
features has been assessed using the clustering error rate 
computed over results of a Monte-Carlo simulation, in order to 
overcome bias involved by the random clusters initialization. 
Respective influences of the {information modeling, fusion 
algorithm} couples and of the data collection number has been 
assessed with 3 data collections: 2 are issued from drilling test 
campaigns realized on CNC machines, with quite similar 
operating conditions but different acquisition set-up, and the 3

rd
 

one has been conducted on a robot, with very different 
operating conditions, quite different sensors and containing a 
lower amount data, so it has been considered less informative. 

B. Some results and discussion 

The global feature selection process, as depicted in Fig. 3, 
has first been applied on the two similar data collections, and 
the clustering performance achieved with the so obtained 
generic weighted feature set on each data collection has been 
computed. Results obtained for the 1

st
 and 2

nd
 data collections 

are visible in Fig. 5 and 6 respectively. Concerning the 1
st
 test 

campaign, all approaches gave comparable results except the 
cubic one. One can notice that clustering performance 
decreased as the number of feature increased. This is due to the 
fact that new features did not provide useful information while 
increasing the feature space dimensionality and noise. Better 
results were obtained with the 2

nd
 data collection: lower error 

rates have been achieved, even with low numbers of features. 
This is probably due to the apparition of a more impacting tool 
cutting edge chipping. Particularly, the proposed data 
alignment and fusion approach outperformed the 3 classical 
ones when using low numbers of features, showing a good 
ability for efficient feature ranking.  

In a second time, the 3
rd

 data collection, which differs 
significantly from the two others with respect to many points, 
has been used with the 2 other ones in the feature selection 
process. Results are depicted in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. If results were 
similar for the 2

nd
 data collection, they were better for the 1

st 

one: the BFSP on the 3
rd

 data collection has selected features 

that are useful but that were not selected when using only 2 
data collections. Results were comparable using either the 
proposed approach or classical ones as nearly all features are 
involved to achieve them. One can remark that the proposed 
approach performance increases since 8 features are involved 
instead of 9 when using classical approaches. Considering the 
3

rd
 data collection, good cutting edge chipping identification 

has been achieved, and advantage was also given to the 
proposed approach confirming performance improvements can 
be achieved by taking data imperfection into account in the 
feature selection process. 

 

Figure 5.  Clustering results obtained for the first data collection when 

merging 2 data collections to perform feature selection  

 

Figure 6.  Clustering results obtained for the second data collection collection 

when merging 2 data collections to perform feature selection  

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORKS 

In this work, an attempt was made to tackle the problem of 
feature selection for complex systems monitoring using data 
fusion. Cases involving difficult contexts and data tainted with 
imperfections, that are classical in industrial contexts, have 
been emphasized, and solutions using data fusion have been 
presented and evaluated. An application allowed showing 
potential benefits of data fusion on estimation performance, 
even when using heterogeneous data, and also demonstrated 
that a feature selection method taking into account data 
imperfection explicitly could perform better than classical 
approaches. 

Fusion of more data collections is planned and should allow 
drawing more general conclusions. In addition, an algorithm 
will be implemented to assess the quality level of information 
contained in a data collection in a deterministic way, as it is a 



critical parameter of the proposed data alignment approach. A 
fuzzy system is envisaged as it will allow easy translation from 
the monitoring system designer semantic thoughts about the 
quality of a data collection to a numerical parameter.  

 

Figure 7.  Clustering results obtained for the first data collection when 

merging 3 data collections to perform feature selection  

 
Figure 8.  Clustering results obtained for the second data collection when 

merging 3 data collections to perform feature selection  

 

Figure 9.  Clustering results obtained for the third data collection when 

merging 3 data collections to perform feature selection 
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